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Energy and Mass 

 
 

The famous equation 2
mcE =  actually means 

that to have mass is to have energy. Mass is 
energy, energy is mass. If someone were to ask you what is your mass you 

could answer correctly in joules, a measurement of energy. If someone were 
to ask how much energy a chocolate bar has you could answer correctly in 
kilograms, a measurement of mass. The equation is stating that mass is energy 

and energy is mass, however, there is a conversion factor, 1 kilogram of mass is 

not 1 joule of energy. The conversion factor is the speed of light squared ( 2
c ) which turns out to be 

9×1016. So 1 kilogram of mass is 9×1016 joules of energy. If this mass were converted directly to energy 
without loss, it would result in the average human being heated to a temperature of 
100,000,000,000 degrees (one hundred billion degrees – the surface of the sun is 5700 degrees!).  
We are also only discussing mass at rest (stopped) because if that mass were to be moving it would 

have more energy and therefore more mass. So the equation 2
mcE =  refers to what is called the 

rest mass energy of an object. 
  

Change in energy 
Saying mass is energy and energy is mass is correct, but it is only when we change our energy that 
the interesting things occur. If you increase your kinetic energy by running you will increase your 
mass. If a chemical reaction occurs and energy is given off, then the substance will have less mass 
after this has occurred. To do some calculations on this we use the same formula that we had used 
earlier, only we discuss the change in the quantities (sign ∆, the Greek letter Delta) 

2
mcE ∆=∆  

This equation means that the change in energy is equal to the change in mass times the conversion 

factor ( 2
c ). 

 

How much mass must be converted to produce 100kJ of energy? 
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Worked example 
A 2kg substance is burned and releases 45000J of energy. By how much does the mass of the 
substance decrease? 
 

2
mcE ∆=∆  

1610945000 ××∆= m  

16109

45000

×
=∆m  

kgm 13100.5 −×=∆  

 
Remember that we you have been previously taught about the conservation of mass; saying that 
the process of a chemical reaction (e.g. burning and object, or combustion) does not result in a 
change of mass, i.e. the mass of the reactants is equal to the mass of the products. You may 
remember the archetypical question of burning magnesium (Mg) to produce a “white powder” 
(magnesium oxide, MgO), where the mass of the powder is greater than the mass of the original 
magnesium (the  question asks you to remember to include the mass of the oxygen (O) in the total 

mass of the reactants ( MgOOMg 22 2 ⇒+ ). As we can see above, that this statement is not true 

(whenever energy is released), as there is a decrease in mass. It is necessary to revise the 
conservation of mass to be the conservation of mass and energy.  
 

How does this relate to Nuclear Physics? 
It turns out that the mass of a nucleon is lighter when it is bound in the nucleus then when it is out of 
the nucleus. The protons and neutrons are heavier outside the nucleus then when they are inside. 
This “missing” mass has been converted into energy necessary to hold the nucleus together. 
 

Worked example: Deuterium 
Each Deuterium atom has one proton and one 
neutron in the nucleus. The proton has a mass of 
1.672623×10-27kg, the neutron has a mass of 
1.674929×10-27kg. Therefore Deuterium should 
have a mass of 3.347552×10-27kg.  
 
When measured, Deuterium has a mass of 
3.343585×10-27kg.  That is a difference of 0.003967×10-27kg. It is not that there are fewer particles 
there; it’s that the bonded nucleons have less mass and therefore less energy. Some of the mass 
has been converted into energy. This energy is called binding energy.   
The binding energy of Deuterium is: 
         E = mc2  

E = 0.003967×10-27 × 9×1016 
 E = 3.5703×10-13J 
 
This also means it would take 3.5703×10-13J of energy to separate the proton and the neutron. 
 
 

 
 

3.347552×10
-27

kg 

3.343585×10
-27

kg 
Deuterium nucleus 

Proton and neutron 
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As you can see from the graph, the mass per nucleon (and hence the energy in the nucleus) 
decreases as the Atomic number increases up to about an atomic number of 25. After this, the 
mass per nucleon starts to increase. This is the so-called “Iron Point” (because the atomic number of 
iron is 26) and will become very important when we discuss the difference between processes of 
fission and fusion, and when they occur in natural processes e.g. the sun) 
 
Fusion and fission involve taking advantage of these changes in mass: 
 
If we move from the lightest elements to a heavier one, then there will be less mass (and energy) in 
the newly formed nuclei. Hence extra energy will be released. This is the process of fusion. 
 
If we move from the heaviest elements to lighter ones, then there will also be less mass (and energy) 
in the newly formed nuclei. Hence extra energy will be released. This is the process of fission. 
 

Calculate the mass difference for Li
7

3 (m = 7.016004 u) a stable isotope of Lithium 

 

 

 

 
 

Another isotope of Lithium is Li
8

3 (m = 8.0224867 u), which is unstable (radioactive). What is the 

mass difference and how does this compare to the stable isotope Li
7

3 ? 
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Splitting the Atom – Nuclear Fission 
Fission is a nuclear process in which a heavy nucleus splits into two smaller nuclei. An 
example of a fission reaction that was used in the first atomic bomb and is still used in 
nuclear reactors is: 

nSrXenU 1

0

1001341

0

235 2++⇒+  

 

     This means that a Uranium-235 nucleus absorbs a neutron, and then splits into a Xenon-134 
nucleus, a Strontium-100 nucleus and two free neutrons.  The products shown in the above 
equation are only one set of many possible product nuclei. The two isotopes produced are called 
daughter products. Fission reactions can produce any combination of lighter nuclei so long as the 

number of protons and neutrons in the products sum up to those in the initial 
fissioning nucleus. A great amount of energy can be released in fission 
because for heavy nuclei, the summed masses of the lighter product nuclei is 
less than the mass of the fissioning nucleus. 

     Fission occurs because of the electrostatic repulsion created by the large 
number of positively charged protons contained in a heavy nucleus. Two 
smaller nuclei have less internal electrostatic repulsion than one larger nucleus. 
So, once the larger nucleus can overcome the strong nuclear force which 
holds it together, it can fission. Fission can be seen as a "tug-of-war" between 
the strong attractive nuclear force and the repulsive electrostatic force. In 
fission reactions, electrostatic repulsion wins. 

     Fission is a process that has been occurring in the universe for billions of years. As mentioned above, we 

have not only used fission to produce energy for nuclear bombs, but we also use fission peacefully everyday 

to produce energy in nuclear power plants. Interestingly, although the first man-made nuclear reactor was 

produced only about fifty years ago, the Earth operated a natural fission reactor in a uranium deposit in West 

Africa about two billion years ago1!

                                                 
1 The Oklo Mine in Gabon, Central Africa  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_nuclear_reactor 
 

Figure 1 
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Nuclear Fission is the process of a large atomic nucleus splitting into two (or rarely more) smaller 
atomic nuclei. While it is possible for any atom (with a mass number greater than 2) to fission, only 
elements of atomic number greater than 88 (radium) generate energy through this process. 
Nuclear fission is the process through which energy is generated in nuclear power plants and 
nuclear bombs. 

Fission occurs in stable as well as unstable atomic nuclei when a large nucleus absorbs one or more 
neutrons and becomes unstable, then fissions into two smaller nuclei. 
 
In the picture on the previous page, a single atom of Uranium-235 absorbs a single (slow) neutron, 
to become Uranium-236, which is unstable. 
 
Uranium-236 then fissions (or splits) into two fission products and three neutrons. In this case, 
Uranium-236 has split into Krypton-92 and Barium-141. In all (radium+) fission reactions, the mass of 

the fission products (sometimes called daughter 
particles) is less than mass of the initial reactants 
(Uranium-235 and a single neutron).  
 
This mass deficit is converted to energy as per the 
mass-energy equivalence formula. The energy is 
distributed amongst the fission products as kinetic 
energy.  
 
Whenever a atomic nucleus undergoes fission, a 
number of different fission products are possible. 
 
The graph to the left shows the different fission 
products that may occur when an atom of Uranium-
235 absorbs a single neutron. This graph shows only 
the case where two fission products arise. As you can 
see in the graph, there are two peaks which show the 
most common fission products.  
 

Why does the graph above have two peaks? 

 

 

 

List three possible sets of daughter products – one with the smallest possible difference between the 

mass of the products, one with the largest possible difference and one with a high probability of 

occurring. 

 

 

 

Which of the reactions listed above produces the greatest amount of energy? 

 

 

 

Figure 2 
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As shown in the fission diagram each fission reaction usually releases more than one neutron. Each 
of these neutrons may then go on to another large atomic nucleus, which may then also fission. By 
this process, you can get a chain reaction, where a single neutron may cause a cascade of fissions 
releasing a great deal of energy. 
 
 
In the diagram below, you can see this process. The leftmost reaction releases three neutrons, two 
of which then go on to cause another fission reaction. The third neutron in this diagram does not 
interact with a Uranium-235 nucleus and is lost. In the diagram you can see there are many 
different fission products, each of which releases a different number of neutrons. The average 
number of neutrons released in Uranium-235 fission event is approximately 2.52. This means that if a 
single neutrons starts a fission reaction, it is possible for an uncontrolled chain reaction to occur.  
 

Some isotopes cannot sustain a chain 
reaction. Materials which can sustain a chain 
reaction are called “Fissile Materials”. Fissile is 
not fissionable; all materials (with Z>1) are 
fissionable, i.e. they can be split in a nuclear 
reaction. Fissile specifically refers to material 
that can sustain a chain reaction. In order for a 
uncontrolled chain reaction to occur, there 
must be a sufficient amount of a fissile material 
present for the neutrons released from a fission 
reaction to be captured by another fissionable 
nucleus. This is called the “critical mass”. The 
shape of the material will also affect the 
amount of mass required before the chain 
reaction can go critical, but for Uranium-235 in 
a plain sphere 52kg are required (ρ = 18.95 
g/cm3, thus a sphere of radius ~8.7 cm, the 
same as the circle drawn on this page.). 

 
Select one of the fission reactions in the diagram above, and write the nuclear reaction that 

represents it. 

 

 

Calculate the mass deficit between reactants and products 

 

 

 

Convert this amount to Joules and comment about the magnitude of this energy. 

 

 

Explain, given the amount of energy from the previous calculation, why a nuclear bomb releases so 

much energy. 
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Nuclear Reactors 
Nuclear fission reactors are one of the most likely immediate future sources of energy for the human 
race. With increasing environmental concerns over the effect of standard (hydrocarbon) electricity 
generators (such as coal-burning, gas-turbine or oil-burning plants); a new source of power delivery 
is required to fulfil the needs of modern society. Renewable (or alternative) power sources (such as 
wind, solar, solar-thermal, geothermal, tidal or hydro) can supplement the power needs but are 
either unable to provide sufficient base load (due to interruptions in generation – e.g. solar can only 
generate power during daylight) or have significant environmental impact themselves (wind power 
requires specific, valuable real estate and requires significant maintenance).  
 
Nuclear fission reactors are not without their own problems and dangers (refer Chernobyl), but the 
technology is maturing and becoming more stable. Chernobyl was a so called “Generation I” 
reactor. The most advanced reactors currently in operation are “Generation III”, which amongst 
other safety technologies, incorporate passive fail safes which are designs that mean that it is 

impossible for a run-away chain 
reaction (similar to what happened at 
Chernobyl) to occur. Australia has one 
operational nuclear reactor, based in 
Lucas Heights in Sydney. The reactor is 
an Open Pool Australian Light-water 
(OPAL)2 reactor, which is Generation II 
type reactor. It is currently shut down 
over concerns about primary water 
leakage.  
 
In this topic we will study the simplest 
forms of Nuclear Reactors, all 
Generation I types. 

Thermal (Slow Neutron) Reactor. 
Most nuclear reactors that are used to produce power are known as thermal (or slow 
neutron) reactors. Crudely speaking, these nuclear reactors work as follows: 

1. A fission chain reaction occurs in the fuel rods that produces a large amount of heat 
2. This heat is used to heat pressurised water (primary water) to several hundred degrees 
3. This hot primary water (in its hot pipes) is used to create steam in a secondary body of water in a 

steam chamber.  The primary water from the reactor then returns to the reactor core. 
4. This steam of secondary water produced spins a turbine and produces electricity 
5. The steam of the secondary water is cooled and passes back into the steam chamber.   

  
 
                                                 
2  More detailed information available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OPAL (last accessed 
19/04/08). 
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Components of Nuclear Reactor. 

 

The Core 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Radiation Shielding – the reactor core is surrounded by thick layers of concrete and other 
materials so that the radiation in the core does not escape into the power plant to 
damage the employees. 
Fuel Rods – The fuel rods Contain Enriched Uranium with about 3.5% Uranium-235.  The 
enriched uranium enables a fission chain reaction can be maintained.  This fission chain 
reaction produces the heat that is eventually turned into electricity.  Enriched Uranium can 
also be used to produce nuclear weapons.  To produce a nuclear weapon, the Uranium 
must be enriched to about 95%.  There are some thermal reactor designs that do not 
require enriched uranium, most notably the Canadian reactor design. 
Moderator – usually water or graphite, the moderator slows the neutrons down so they are 
more likely to cause fissions in other atoms.  If there was not a moderator then the reaction 
could not be sustained.  In the case of the light water reactor, the normal water used as 
the moderator also transfers the heat to the secondary water 
Control Rods – Control rods absorb neutrons.  If the reactor is running to fast they can be 
lowered into the core to slow the reactor.  If the reactor is not running quickly enough they 

  

Core Primary water 

~ 300 degrees 

Secondary water 

Control rods 
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can be removed from the core more to speed up the reactor.  If there is an emergency, 
they can be slammed into the reactor to bring the chain reaction to a stop, thus 
preventing a meltdown (unconstrained chain reaction) 
 

Secondary Water 

The water that passes through the reactor core is not used to produce the steam that spins 
the turbines directly.  This is because this water is bombarded with fast moving neutrons.  
The process of neutron absorption can occur, which turns the water into a radioactive 
isotope.  This process can also occur in the materials that make up the core. 
This water cannot be released into the environment due to the radiation risk.  Hence the 
heat from the primary water needs to be passed to some secondary water that is turned 
into steam.  This process is very efficient and little energy is lost. 

 
The Turbine 

Most methods of electricity generation involve a turbine 
spinning a generator to produce the electricity, and nuclear 
power is no different.  The steam created from the 
secondary water passes through a turbine causing it to spin.  
This spinning turbine turns the electric generator that 
produces the electricity.  You will study generator in Unit 4 
Physics. 
 

 

The Cooling Towers 

The cooling tower is the most recognizable feature of 
an atomic power station.  The cooling tower is where 
the steam from the secondary water is cooled so that 
it becomes water again.   It then passes back into the 
steam chamber to be used again. 
 
 

Nuclear Reactions in a Light Water Reactor 

In a light water reactor, the neutrons (that have been slowed by the moderator) are quite 
likely to cause fission of Uranium- 235. The neutrons released in these fission reactions cause 
other Uranium – 235 atoms to fission creating a chain reaction.  To sustain a fission chain 
reaction, an individual fission reaction should cause an additional fission reaction.  This 
means that the number of reactions per second remains a constant. 
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Fast Neutron (Breeder) Reactors 
There is very little difference between fast neutron and slow neutron reactors.  The most important 
one is that Fast Neutrons do not have a moderator.  They use the fast neutron to cause fission of the 
fuel.  Starting a fast neutron reactor requires enriched uranium, but once the chain reaction has 
occurred, it can be sustained using normal Uranium.  This is because, when fast neutrons are used, 
the process of neutron absorption is common 
 

238U + n � 239U  
 

239U  � 239Np + β 
 

239Np � 239Pu + β 
 

239Pu � 
 

The plutonium that is created becomes the fuel for further fission reactions.  Hence the reactor 
creates its own fuel as it goes. One main concern about FBR is that the plutonium produced can be 
weapons grade, i.e. suitable for use in a nuclear weapon. This means that this technology is 
somewhat constrained in application, as it can cause concerns amongst other nuclear-using 
nations. 
 

Nuclear Waste 
The daughter nuclei of the fission reactors are very radioactive.  These isotopes decay much 
quicker than Uranium. They decay over a period of 100 years.  After this time, most of these nuclei 
have become stable.  Radioactive waste is most dangerous over this time frame. The unused 
Uranium takes many millions of years to become stable, however after about 10,000 years it 
becomes about as radioactive as the original ore body from which it came. There are three distinct 
risks with nuclear waste disposal: 

1. Primary Toxicity: This refers to the fact that material itself is highly toxic and immediately dangerous to 
organisms that come close to it. It is exceptionally difficult to store safely, as it emits radiation that will 
pass through most physical containment.  

2. Secondary Toxicity: This refers to the fact that the radiation emitted from radioactive waste may make 
non radioactive material radioactive by the process of irradiation or artificial transmutation. This is 
particularly a concern when burying the waste, as it may irradiate groundwater supplies and cause 
damage to the local environment 

3. Persistence: The average “fresh” nuclear waste will have a mixture of radioisotopes having a half-life 
of between days and millennia, and it must be stored safely for this duration.  

 

This means that any nuclear waste storage facilities need to be3: 
1. Geographically isolated: physical distance from human communities is the best way to prevent 

exposure. Geographically isolated sites can also be selected for minimal local flora and fauna that 
might be endangered. 

2. Geologically stable: Sites need to be placed such that the land they are built on is not subject to 
disruption by flooding, earthquake or other natural disaster. This is the best way to limit the risk of 
secondary environmental effects. 

3. Designed for endurance: Site facilities must be designed to remain physically secure and impregnable 
for at least 10000 years. (note that this is at least 4000 years longer than the pyramids have existed) 

 

 

. 

                                                 
3 More information at http://www.uow.edu.au/eng/phys/nukeweb/fuel_disposal.html (last accessed 19/4/8). 
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Nuclear Fusion 
Nuclear fusion is the opposite of nuclear fission.  
In fission, one large nucleus splits into two smaller parts. In fusion, two light nuclei are brought close 
together and fuse together to form a single, more stable and heavier nucleus. An example of a 
fusion reaction is the reaction between two different hydrogen isotopes to form an isotope of 
helium: 

  )(1

0

4

2

3

1

2

1 χenergynHeHH ++⇒+  

 

This reaction releases an amount of energy more than a million times greater than one gets from a 
typical chemical reaction. Such a large amount of energy is released in fusion reactions because 
when two light nuclei fuse, the sum of the masses of the product nuclei is less than the sum of the 
masses of the initial fusing nuclei. Einstein's equation, E=mc2, explains that the mass that is lost it 
converted into energy carried away by the fusion products. 

The Deuterium-Tritium Reaction listed above is the result of prior proton-proton reactions to for the 

isotopes by way of metastable Helium-2 isotope, which emits a positron to form Deuterium. Write a 

sequence of formulas that illustrate the formation of Tritium. 
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Required Conditions for Fusion 

Fusion occurs only under very extreme conditions with incredibly high temperatures and pressures, 
such as those inside the Sun. Even though fusion is an energetically favourable reaction for light 
nuclei, it does not occur under standard conditions here on Earth because of the large energy 
investment that is required. Because the reacting nuclei are both positively charged, there is a 
large electrostatic repulsion between them as they come together. Only when they are squeezed 
very close to one another do they feel the strong nuclear force, which can overcome the 
electrostatic repulsion and cause them to fuse. 

Scientists on Earth have been able to produce fusion reactions for only about the last sixty years. At 
first, there were small scale studies in which only a few fusion reactions actually occurred. However, 
these first experiments later lead to the development of thermonuclear fusion weapons (hydrogen 
bombs). 

Stars are giant fusion reactors, and many people have proposed that fusion reactors could be the 
answer to our energy needs. The fusion of hydrogen isotopes to form helium releases a large 
amount of energy. In addition, the required fuel is plentiful, and the fusion produces very little 
radioactive waste. The practicalities of a fusion reactor, however, are proving difficult. To initiate 
fusion of hydrogen, the forces of repulsion between the positive nuclei must be overcome. One 
way to do this is to give the nuclei large amounts of kinetic energy by heating them to extremely 
high temperatures. 
 
It is incredibly difficult to contain material at such temperatures. Currently, scientists are using 
magnetic fields to contain the hydrogen, while laser beams are used to heat it. This method has 
proved successful, but for only very short periods of time so far. Viable production of energy using a 
fusion reactor is still many years away. 
 

The Sun, Stars and Fusion 

Fusion reactions have been going on for billions of years in our universe. 
Nuclear fusion reactions are responsible for the energy output of most 
stars, including our own Sun. Whenever we feel the warmth of the Sun and 
see by its light, we are observing the products of fusion. 

The Sun’s core has a temperature of more than 15 million K, just perfect for 
fusion to occur! Inside the Sun, hydrogen nuclei are fusing together to form 
helium. As helium is more  stable than hydrogen, the excess nuclear 
energy is released. This energy is emitted from the nuclei as E-M radiation, 
and is eventually received on Earth as light and heat. 
 

On the Sun, there are many different fusion reactions taking place. The main reaction is the fusion 
of hydrogen nuclei to form helium. Each second, about 657 million tonnes of hydrogen and 
hydrogen isotopes are fused together to form about 653 million tonnes of helium. The missing 4 
million tonnes is related to the energy released.  
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The sequence of fusion reactions has been occurring on the Sun for the past 5 billion years and is 
expected to last for another 5 billion years or so. Hydrogen nuclei are fused together and after 
several steps a helium nucleus is formed.  
 

Calculate the amount of energy released each second by the conversion of lost mass from the sun. 

 

 

 

 

Given the assumption that energy is released evenly from every point of the Sun, and that the 

earth’s orbit has a radius of 1.49 * 109 m, and that the radius of the earth is 6.4 * 105 m, calculate the 

amount of energy delivered to the earth each second. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

When much of the hydrogen in the Sun has been converted into helium, the Sun will collapse in on 
itself, raising the temperature, and helium will then undergo fusion to form larger elements such as 
carbon and oxygen. Further collapses will follow and elements as large as iron will be formed. If you 
recall the previous discussion regarding the mass differences of free nucleons as compared to 
bound neutrons, you will recall that we mentioned the “Iron Point”. This is because the formation of 
elements beyond atomic number of 26 (Iron) absorbs more energy than it releases. Elements larger 
than iron are only formed when stars very much larger than the Sun end their days in a spectacular 
explosion called a supernova! Stars which are bigger than our sun have such severe conditions that 
larger, more stable nuclei such as silicon and magnesium can be produced from the fusion of 
smaller nuclei. A star about 30 times more massive than our sun would be needed to produce 
conditions that would enable the formation of iron by fusing smaller nuclei together. 
 
The chain of events occurring in the Sun is quite complex. The major component of the Sun is 
hydrogen; that is, nuclei consisting of only one proton and no neutrons. When collisions occur 
between nuclei, they fuse together in an unusual way. One of the protons is changed into a 
neutron (in much the same way as a neutron is changed into a proton and an electron during 
gamma decay). This forms a nucleus. When a nucleus and a nucleus collide, they form a more 
stable nucleus, and release the extra energy as a γ ray. If two nuclei collide, they complete the 
process of turning hydrogen into helium. The collision results in the formation of a nucleus and two 
nuclei. Again, energy is released. 
 
All the atoms that make up your body (and the rest of the atoms in the Earth) were originally 
produced in a star. Fusion in stars caused all the atoms to be formed. Those nuclei with atomic 
numbers up to that of iron were produced in regular stars. However, when large stars stop 
producing energy from fusion of elements up to iron, they implode, or collapse in on themselves. 
This causes conditions in which even large atoms will fuse together to produce very heavy elements 
such as gold, lead and uranium. (This is not energetically favourable, but does occur in very 
extreme circumstances.) 
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Fusion Reactors 

 

Since the 1950s, a great deal of research has been devoted to recreating nuclear fusion in a 
laboratory. The attractiveness of nuclear fusion as a source of energy is that few radioactive by-
products are created. However, major technical problems have been encountered. Replicating 
the reactions that take place on the Sun is extraordinarily difficult. This is because extremely high 
densities, temperatures and pressures are required. Fusion researchers are using two isotopes of 
hydrogen (deuterium and tritium) as fuel. Deuterium can be extracted in vast quantities from lakes 
and oceans, but tritium is radioactive with a half-life of 12.3 years and must be artificially produced.  
 

The main obstacle to the development of a successful fusion reactor is related to the extremely 
high temperatures that must be achieved before fusion can commence. This has been the major 
difficulty facing researchers. Temperatures of over 100 million degrees are needed to trigger a self-
sustaining fusion reaction and this must then be contained inside the reactor. Current fusion 
reactors have achieved temperatures of about 100 million degrees, but only for very short periods. 
A commercial nuclear fusion reactor is perhaps four or five decades into the future. At present, 
research is being carried out into tokamaks— doughnut-shaped reactors that use magnetic fields 
to contain the plasma of fusion reactants away from the reactor walls. The Joint European Torus, or 
JET, is in England. Another, called the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak, or MAST, is also being built in 
the UK. This is called magnetic bottle technology, and avoids the need to develop a material which 
maintains its physical integrity at extremely high temperatures.  
 
Another technique called inertial confinement is also being investigated. Here, a pellet of fusion 
fuel (mass 5-20 µg) is heated by powerful lasers, causing an explosion of the outer layers. This 
outward forces causes an equal inward force, causing the fuel to implode and initiating the fusion 
reaction. Nuclear fusion may perhaps be the ultimate energy solution. The fuel for nuclear fusion, 
deuterium, can be readily obtained from seawater. Vast quantities of energy are released during 
the fusion process, yet a relatively small amount of radioactive waste—consisting of the reactor 
parts that have suffered neutron irradiation—is created. 
 

 
Schematic of the stages of inertial confinement fusion using lasers. The blue arrows represent radiation; 

orange is blow-off; purple is inwardly transported thermal energy. 

1. Laser beams or laser-produced X-rays rapidly heat the surface of the fusion target, forming a 
surrounding plasma envelope. 

2. Fuel is compressed by the rocket-like blow-off of the hot surface material. 
3. During the final part of the capsule implosion, the fuel core reaches 20 times the density of lead and 

ignites at 100,000,000 ˚C. 
4. Thermonuclear burn spreads rapidly through the compressed fuel, yielding many times the input 

energy. 
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Fusion bombs – hydrogen bombs 
 

The extreme conditions necessary for the fusion of hydrogen can be created by the 
detonation of a small fission bomb. This means a fusion (or 
hydrogen) bomb is actually two bombs — a small fission 
bomb which triggers a much larger fusion explosion. Such 
weapons are known as thermonuclear, because the 
initial explosion creates the intense heat necessary to 
overcome the repulsion between positive nuclei and 
allow them to get close enough for the fusion to occur. 
 
No critical mass of fusion materials is required and the 
material is readily available. The main problem with this 
simple device is that the fuel (hydrogen) must be 
preheated to many millions of degrees in order for the 
reaction to take place. The fission bomb can do this 
and is usually used as a trigger for the fusion device. It is 
really a fission-fusion-fission bomb, but has the radiation 
side effects of a fusion bomb. The bomb contains a 
material rich in ‘heavy hydrogen’, i.e. deuterium and 
also lithium, and has a sphere or ‘tamper’ of natural 
uranium-238 as an outer layer which absorbs energetic 
neutrons. If this layer is not present, then the neutrons 
are released to the surroundings – this is the principle of 
the neutron bomb. 
This is called a thermonuclear or ‘hydrogen’ bomb, and 
devices of this type have been tested but not used in 
war. The largest such device ever created is the so-
called “Tsar-Bomba” (Emperor of all Bombs), designed 
for a yield of 100 megatons. The actual test firing was 
artificially limited to ~55 megatons to limit fallout effects. 
 
A kilogram of TNT releases 4.184×106 J. How much energy was released in the Test firing of Tsar-

Bomba? 

 

 

 

 

Using the above calculation, how much mass was converted to energy in the detonation of Tsar-

Bomba? 
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540 tonnes of light 

sweet crude oil 

1 kilogram of uranium 

(D battery size) 

 

1 amu = 1.66053886 × 10
-27 

 


